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Abstract14

Clouds play an important role in determining Arctic warming, but remain difficult to15

constrain with available observations. We use two satellite-derived cloud phase metrics16

to investigate the vertical structure of Arctic clouds in global climate models that use17

the Community Atmosphere Model version 6 (CAM6) atmospheric component. We pro-18

duce a set of constrained model runs by adjusting model microphysical variables to match19

the cloud phase metrics. Models in this small ensemble have variable representation of20

cloud amount and phase in the winter, while uniformly underestimating total cloud cover21

in the spring and overestimating it in the summer. We find a consistent correlation be-22

tween winter and spring cloud cover simulated for the present-day and the longwave cloud23

feedback parameter.24

Plain Language Summary25

[ Clouds are important regulators of warming in the Arctic. The thermodynamic26

phase of a cloud affects its lifetime and transparency to incoming and outgoing radia-27

tion. As a result, transitions from ice to liquid in a warming climate change the influ-28

ence of clouds on surface temperature. At temperatures between −37 ◦C and 0 ◦C, both29

ice and supercooled liquid water may exist simultaneously in a cloud layer. Global cli-30

mate models struggle to capture cloud phase in this temperature range because it de-31

pends on both cloud temperature and aerosol properties. This study investigates how32

the fraction of supercooled liquid water changes vertically in Arctic clouds, comparing33

liquid-rich cloud tops with their icy interiors. We describe a model error that limits the34

formation of new ice crystals. We also find that global climate models reproduce obser-35

vations, and can be tuned to achieve better agreement by adjusting two model param-36

eters. Changes in cloud cover resulting from these adjustments mostly occur in the win-37

ter and spring, and cause the models to trap longwave radiation differently. The results38

of this study highlight the need to capture seasonal changes in cloud phase and amount39

in order to successfully predict future changes to the Arctic climate. ]40

1 Introduction41

Uncertainties in cloud and aerosol radiative effects are a principal contributor to42

climate model uncertainty, and remain so despite decades of research and model devel-43

opment (Boucher et al., 2013). These uncertainties arise from the difficulty of represent-44

ing aerosol-cloud interactions and other key physical processes at the typical resolutions45

of global climate models (GCMs). Evaluations of available models from the Coupled Model46

Intercomparison Project Phase 6 (CMIP6) (Eyring et al., 2016; Taylor et al., 2012) in-47

dicate that changes in climate sensitivity relative to CMIP5 are mostly due to changes48

in cloud representation, specifically for extratropical low-level clouds (Zelinka et al., 2020)49

Using observations to reevaluate the representation of these clouds in the latest gener-50

ation of GCMs is a vital part of testing the validity of these new predictions.51

In the Arctic, clouds mediate climate change through interactions with land and52

sea ice, and impacts on surface radiative fluxes (H. Morrison et al., 2012). As the ther-53

modynamic phase of Arctic clouds shifts from ice to liquid while clouds respond to warm-54

ing, the radiative effect that they exert on the surface changes (Mitchell et al., 1989).55

This process, known as the cloud phase feedback, depends on cloud optical thickness and56

lifetime changes. The magnitude and sign of the cloud phase feedback is dependent on57

initial cloud state, the underlying surface type, and the presence of aerosols active as cloud58

condensation nuclei and ice nucleating particles (INPs). In the Arctic, the amount of long-59

wave warming resulting from the cloud phase feedback is highly sensitive to model mi-60

crophysical changes (Tan & Storelvmo, 2019).61
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At temperatures between approximately −37 ◦C and 0 ◦C, cloud ice forms via het-62

erogeneous nucleation processes that are dependent on temperature, in-cloud vapor pres-63

sure, and the presence of INPs (Korolev, 2007). Ice, liquid, and mixed-phase clouds can64

coexist in this regime. The fraction of supercooled liquid water in a mixed-phase cloud65

layer can be referred to as the supercooled liquid fraction (SLF) (Komurcu et al., 2014).66

Despite the thermodynamically unstable nature of co-suspended ice crystals and liquid67

droplets, observations show that Arctic mixed-phase clouds are both common and long-68

lived (Matus & L’Ecuyer, 2017; H. Morrison et al., 2012). This longevity is due in part69

to the vertical structure of Arctic mixed-phase clouds. These clouds are roughly parti-70

tioned into INP-limited liquid cloud tops and glaciated interiors, preventing ice from quickly71

depleting cloud water (Hobbs & Rangno, 1998). High-resolution modelling studies of Arc-72

tic mixed-phase clouds indicate that cloud phase is highly sensitive to ice formation mech-73

anisms and the availability of INPs (Jiang et al., 2000; Fridlind et al., 2007; Fu et al.,74

2019). Because of their global coverage and continuous record, satellite cloud retrievals75

are commonly used to constrain and evaluate GCM performance. The macroscopic cloud76

properties retrieved by satellites, however, cannot uniquely determine cloud microphys-77

ical properties or feedbacks. Additional constraints are needed to ensure that GCMs cap-78

ture the climate-relevant behavior of clouds.79

Observations of cloud amount and phase obtained from the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar80

with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) sensor aboard the CALIPSO platform provide81

a strong observational constraint for assessing cloud representation in GCMs (Winker82

et al., 2009). Cloud phase is especially important, as observations of cloud amount alone83

may hide compensating phase biases with large radiative impacts (Cesana & Chepfer,84

2012; Cesana et al., 2012). Comparing CMIP5-era GCMs against CALIOP cloud phase85

retrievals revealed a consistent underestimation of cloud liquid water content at mixed-86

phase temperatures, corresponding to insufficient cloud liquid and excess cloud ice (Komurcu87

et al., 2014). The reduction of this bias is largely responsible for increases in climate sen-88

sitivity in CMIP6 (Zelinka et al., 2020). In the Arctic, both CMIP5 models and reanal-89

ysis data products struggle to reproduce observed cloud phase and optical depth (Lenaerts90

et al., 2017). Tan and Storelvmo (2019) found that minimizing global cloud phase bi-91

ases in the CESM1 model yielded a broad range of cloud microphysical variables and Arc-92

tic Amplification factors. Our model simulations continue this work with CAM6, a CMIP6-93

era atmospheric model, focusing model adjustments and analysis on the Arctic and as-94

sessing model performance with additional observational constraints.95

Version 6 of the Community Atmosphere Model (CAM6) is the most recent ver-96

sion of CAM, and is used in several CMIP6-era models. The Cloud Feedback Model In-97

tercomparison Project (CFMIP) Observational Simulator Package: Version 2 (COSP2)98

is integrated into CAM6, enabling scale- and definition-aware comparisons against satel-99

lite products like those produce by CALIOP (Swales et al., 2018). Important changes100

to CAM6 relative to CAM5 include a separate ice nucleation scheme for heterogeneous101

freezing (Hoose et al., 2008) and an updated microphysics scheme for stratiform clouds102

(H. Morrison & Gettelman, 2008). Sensitivity studies with CESM2 show that the ad-103

dition of these new components cause significant changes to precipitation and cloud cover104

over the Greenland Ice Sheet, motivating further investigation of cloud representation105

over the entire Arctic region (Lenaerts et al., 2020).106

2 Methods107

2.1 Cloud Phase Metrics108

Measurements of cloud phase were retrieved from NASAs Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with109

Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) instrument (Winker et al., 2009) for a four year ob-110

servational period from 1 June 2009 through 31 May 2013. SLF is calculated following111

the procedures described in Bruno et al. (2021) and is represented on isotherms from -112
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40◦C to 0◦C, with a 5◦C increment. To investigate the vertical structure of mixed-phase113

clouds, we filter by overlying cloud optical thickness (COT) to produce two SLF met-114

rics. We obtain one metric (hereafter: cloud-top SLF) by selecting only the highest layer115

of observed mixed-phase clouds after discarding the uppermost layers with COT < 0.3116

in order to avoid including optically-thin cirrus clouds. Another metric (hereafter: cloud-117

bulk SLF) is obtained by selecting all cloud layers retrieved by CALIOP with overlying118

COT less than 3.0. The same COT filters are applied when producing comparable model119

output from the GCMs.120

2.2 Additional Satellite Products121

To conduct further model evaluation of cloud amount and radiative fluxes, we com-122

pare against the GCM–Oriented CALIPSO Cloud Product (GOCCP) Version 3 (Chepfer123

et al., 2010) and Clouds and the Earths Radiant Energy System Energy Balanced and124

Filled (CERES-EBAF) Ed4.0 datasets (Kato et al., 01 Jun. 2018). The GOCCP data125

product separates total cloud cover into liquid, ice, and undefined phases, and is produced126

specifically for comparison with the COSP satellite simulator. From CERES-EBAF, we127

use computed surface long- and shortwave cloud radiative effect (CRE) values and sur-128

face all-sky downwelling fluxes.129

2.3 Modeling Simulations130

We present atmosphere-only runs of the Nordic Earth System Model Version 2 (NorESM2)131

and the Community Earth System Model Version 2 (CESM2) (Seland et al., 2020; Dan-132

abasoglu et al., 2020). In order to provide a consistent comparison with the development133

branch of NorESM2 used, we use the 2.1.0 release of CESM2. Both models have 32 ver-134

tical levels and are run at 1.9◦×2.5◦ horizontal resolution. We use identical model com-135

ponents in both GCMs to isolate the impact of differences between the atmospheric mod-136

ules. Both models use CAM6, with NorESM2 implementing an alternate aerosol scheme137

and parametrizing mid- and high-level ice clouds differently. Runs of NorESM2 and CESM2138

are subsequently referred to as CAM6-Oslo and CAM6. All modelled data represent av-139

erages over the same 4-year period from which SLF values were calculated. Models are140

run for 3 months preceding this period to allow the atmosphere to adjust to microphysics141

changes. To reduce variability in meteorology between runs, we nudge horizontal winds142

and surface pressure to ERA-Interim reanalysis data for the observational period (Dee143

et al., 2011). Finally, we enable COSP2 in order to produce additional cloud variables144

for comparison with CALIOP cloud products.145

2.4 Model Modifications146

INP availability is an important limiting factor in cloud glaciation at mixed-phase147

temperatures. In CAM6 and CAM6-Oslo, the in-cloud ice number concentration can-148

not exceed the calculated concentration of available ice nuclei. The new heterogeneous149

nucleation processes in CAM6 do not contribute to this INP limit, preventing them from150

nucleating ice crystals. Heterogeneous nucleation processes are still able to increase ice151

crystal mass, however, and can artificially inflate ice crystal size and increase sedimen-152

tation. This model error has been shared with model developers and flagged as an is-153

sue to be resolved in future releases of CAM (personal communications, A. Gettelman,154

2021) (Gettelman, 2021).155

To assess the importance of this model mechanism on cloud properties and ice num-156

ber concentration and size, we disable the ice number limit at mixed-phase temperatures157

(−37◦C < T < 0◦C) in CAM6-Oslo, producing an additional model variation that we158

label as CAM6-OsloIce. We also limit the rate of secondary ice production in CAM6-159

OsloIce to avoid strong secondary production in the absence of the ice number limit. To160

focus on Arctic clouds, these changes are made only in the Arctic Circle (latitude > 66◦161
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Run name Model
Ice Number
Limit

WBF
Multiplier

INP
Multiplier

Average Ice Radius
at 860 hPa (um)

Ice Concentration
at 860 hPa (m-3)

CAM6-Oslo NorESM2 Yes 1.0 1.0 151 4120
CAM6 CESM2 Yes 1.0 1.0 165 5550

CAM6-OsloIce NorESM2 No 1.0 1.0 132 15670
CAM6-Oslo Fit 1 NorESM2 Yes 1.25 10.0 163 3870

CAM6-OsloIce Fit 2 NorESM2 No 0.5 0.05 124 5410
CAM6-OsloIce Fit 3 NorESM2 No 0.2 0.1 112 8600

CAM6 Fit 4 CESM2 Yes 1.0 100 209 5060

Table 1. Model run descriptions.

N). Whereas mixed-phase clouds in CAM6 are strongly (and potentially unrealistically)162

INP-limited by the ice number limit, CAM6-OsloIce serves as an alternate ensemble end-163

member for which the availability of INPs is effectively removed as a limiting factor in164

the glaciation of mixed-phase clouds.165

Tan and Storelvmo (2016) identified the Wegener–Bergeron–Findeisen (WBF) time166

scale and the number of dust aerosols active as INPs as the most important variables167

for cloud phase partitioning in CAM5. We modify these two variables in the base mod-168

els (CAM6-Oslo, CAM6, and CAM6-OsloIce) to reduce the root-mean-square error in169

both SLF metrics concurrently, producing four ”fitted” GCM simulations. Parameter170

modifications are chosen to give the best model-observation agreement, and to create a171

range of microphysical cloud representations. Table 1 summarizes the six GCM simu-172

lations presented in this work with selected microphysics variables.173

2.5 Radiative Feedback Calculations174

We use surface radiative kernels from Soden et al. (2008) to calculate long- and short-175

wave cloud feedback parameters. We repeat each standard and fitted model run with176

the prescribed sea surface temperatures increased by 4K to create perturbed runs for the177

radiative feedback calculations. Because we run atmosphere-only simulations and mod-178

ify models only poleward of 66◦N, feedback parameters are calculated with respect to179

the temperature change in the Arctic rather than the global mean. Results are quali-180

tatively similar to feedback parameters normalized to globally-averaged temperature changes.181

3 Results182

3.1 SLF Metrics183

Figure 1(a) shows the SLF metrics from CALIOP observations and the base mod-184

els. In the CALIOP retrievals, cloud-top SLF is greater than cloud-bulk SLF values for185

all isotherms between −35◦C and −10◦C. At −20◦C where this difference is the most186

pronounced, cloud-top SLF exceeds the cloud-bulk value by nearly a factor of three. This187

vertical structure of optically-thick cloud tops indicates the importance of cloud tops as188

both a source of INPs and a barrier to efficient radiative cooling in the interior of clouds.189

All models reproduce the structure of icier cloud interiors, but with varying degrees of190

quantitative agreement with CALIOP. CAM6-Oslo shows strong agreement across both191

metrics, CAM6 overestimates SLF in cloud tops, and CAM6-OsloIce underestimates SLF192

along both the cloud-top and cloud-bulk SLF metrics. The poor performance of CAM6-193

OsloIce results from a high ice number concentration that allows liquid water to be quickly194

depleted. This result indicates that INP-limited environments are necessary for main-195
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Figure 1. Supercooled liquid fraction by isotherm for cloud-top and cloud-bulk metrics for

(a) base models and (b) fitted models. Error bars on CALIOP SLF values correspond to one

standard deviation. All values represent the average from 66◦-82◦N.

taining liquid cloud tops below −20◦C. However, these results do not uniquely determine196

the source of excess ice.197

Figure 1(b) shows SLF metrics for CALIOP and the fitted models. Strong agree-198

ment with CALIOP indicates that adjusting only two model parameters can effectively199

tune SLF values across both metrics at the same time. Ice crystal size and concentra-200

tion variables in the constrained runs (Table 1) vary by roughly a factor of two even when201

matching both SLF metrics, indicating that these observations do not provide a strong202

constraint on the ice crystal properties. Runs without an ice number limit have smaller203

ice crystals and higher concentrations than those with the limit in place. Comparing CAM6204

and CAM6 Fit 4 in Table 1 demonstrates the model error discussed in Section 2.4: Rais-205

ing INP concentrations in the heterogeneous nucleation scheme increases ice mass but206

not ice crystal number, causing ice crystals grow larger and sediment more quickly.207

3.2 Evaluation against CALIOP-GOCCP and CERES-EBAF data prod-208

ucts209

Monthly averages of cloud amount by CALIOP phase designation allow us to iden-210

tify seasonal trends and biases (Figure 2). We find that fitting to the SLF metrics brings211

CAM6-Oslo and CAM6-OsloIce models into good agreement, indicating that the effect212

of removing the limit on ice number can be compensated for with the adjustment of the213

WBF and INP parameters. In the summer and early fall, the total cloud fraction and214

the liquid and ice components are consistent across all models, with an overestimation215

of liquid and total cloud fraction during June and July. Differences between models emerge216

in the winter and spring months. CAM6-OsloIce, CAM6-Oslo Fit 1, CAM6-Oslo Fit 2,217

and CAM6 Fit 4 all produce insufficient total cloud fraction during the winter, while CAM6218

produces excess total cloud fraction. All models fail to capture the total cloud fraction219

in the spring, mostly due to insufficient ice cloud fraction. Finally, a positive liquid cloud220

bias in CAM6 persists throughout the year and is especially pronounced during the win-221

ter.222
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Figure 2. Monthly averages of cloud fraction by CALIOP phase designation for all model

simulations. Cloud of undefined phase is included so that the total cloud fraction can be visual-

ized and compared between models.

Annual model biases in Arctic-averaged cloud fraction and CRE with respect to223

CALIOP-GOCCP and CERES-EBAF (Table S1) follow the results of Figure 2. Notable224

compensating biases in cloud amount by phase are present, with CAM6 producing ex-225

cess liquid cloud and insufficient ice cloud, and CAM6-OsloIce producing excess ice cloud226

and insufficient liquid cloud. CAM6 Fit 4 shares the ice cloud bias of CAM6 despite hav-227

ing good agreement with the observed SLF metrics because positive biases in mid- and228

high-level ice clouds are unaffected by the model adjustments. Despite differences in the229

annual-average cloud representation by phase across the models, annual shortwave CRE230

biases are all negative. Polar projections of model cloud phase biases (Figure S1) show231

the spatial features of model cloud phase biases.232

Downwelling shortwave surface flux and CRE biases (Fig. 3(a) and (b)) strongly233

resemble each other, indicating that clouds are responsible for the shortwave biases. Ex-234

cess summer cloud fraction increases shortwave reflection and produces the negative short-235

wave CRE biases in Table S1. We expect that this excessive cloudiness is largely unre-236

lated to cloud phase, since low-level Arctic clouds will generally have temperatures above237

0◦C during the summer months. This explanation is supported by the weak model sen-238

sitivity to aerosol and cloud microphysics changes during this time.239

Like the shortwave, the downwelling longwave surface flux and CRE biases (Fig.240

3(c) and (d)) are also highly similar. There is strong seasonal variation in the longwave241

biases, with excess downward flux from clouds in the summer and insufficient downward242

flux in the winter. The positive summer biases occur when all models produce excess cloud243

fraction, but the negative wintertime biases occur even in the models that capture both244

cloud fraction and phase well. That CAM6, which overproduces winter cloud cover, is245

the only model to capture the downward flux suggests the existence of a bias in cloud246

height and emission temperature across all simulations. While passive sensors and their247

corresponding satellite simulators are poorly suited to constrain this behavior, cloud height248

and opacity variables recently incorporated into the COSP2 Lidar simulator will allow249

this wintertime bias to be investigated in future versions of CAM (Guzman et al., 2017;250

A. L. Morrison et al., 2019).251
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Figure 3. Monthly values for: (a) Model bias in shortwave downwelling flux at the surface

(solid) and total cloud amount (dashed), (b) Model bias in surface shortwave cloud radiative

effect (solid) and total cloud amount (dashed), (c) Model bias in longwave downwelling flux at

the surface, (d) Model bias in surface longwave cloud radiative effect.

3.3 Cloud Radiative Feedbacks252

Computing cloud radiative feedbacks allows us to assess the relative importance253

of the long- and shortwave cloud feedback processes and to investigate their dependence254

on the present-day cloud state and cloud microphysical properties. Figure 4(a) shows255

the long- and shortwave cloud feedback parameters and the net cloud feedback for each256

model simulation. Models with a greater increase in low cloud fraction (Figure 4(b)) have257

greater short- and longwave cloud feedbacks, since increases in cloud lifetime and opti-258

cal depth associated with cloud phase changes magnify both shortwave cooling and long-259

wave warming. Surface temperature changes (Figure 4(c)) generally mirror the net cloud260

feedback with the exception of CAM6.261

CAM6 Fit 4 and CAM6-OsloIce Fit 3 have the greatest longwave feedbacks and262

also share large total cloud fraction deficits during the winter and spring (Figure 2). We263

hypothesize that insufficient cloud cover during these months provides a greater poten-264

tial for rapid increases in low-level cloud amount under warming and large longwave cloud265

feedbacks. To test this hypothesis, we regress the longwave cloud feedback parameter266

against cloud cover bias in the present day simulations. We find that the mean cloud cover267

bias from November through April is well correlated with the longwave feedback (R2 =268

0.61) (Figure 4(d)). Individual correlations by month indicate that this pattern is con-269

sistent during the winter and spring (Figure S2). These results support our hypothesis270

that longwave cloud feedback could be predicted with present-day winter and spring cloud271

cover.272

Discussion of cloud phase feedback is often limited to changes in optical depth and273

shortwave cloud forcing. Our results show that in the Arctic, cloud fraction changes in274

the winter and spring play an important role in determining the total cloud forcing via275
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Figure 4. a. Arctic-averaged longwave and shortwave cloud feedback. Diamonds denote the

net cloud feedback. Kernel calculations do not incorporate surface albedo changes with mean

state when calculating shortwave cloud feedback and tend to overestimate the shortwave cooling

effect of clouds at high latitudes. b. Arctic-averaged change in low cloud amount between initial

and +4K simulations. c. Arctic-averaged surface temperature change. d. Longwave cloud feed-

back as a function of the cloud cover bias from November to April in the simulated present-day.

changes to the longwave feedback. Cloud properties in the warmer and brighter months276

continue to dominate the shortwave cloud feedback, but these clouds are generally liq-277

uid and thus insensitive to changes in model mixed-phase processes.278

4 Discussion and Conclusion279

We find large differences in thermodynamic phase between cloud tops and interi-280

ors in satellite observations of Arctic mixed-phase clouds, consistent with previous ground-281

based measurements. CAM6-Oslo captures this vertical phase structure better than CAM6,282

suggesting that model aerosol schemes and high cloud parameterizations play an impor-283

tant role in determining cloud phase. We evaluate a model error that prevents hetero-284

geneous nucleation processes from creating new ice crystals and find that cloud water285

is significantly reduced when these nucleation processes are able to operate freely. Mod-286

ifying two microphysical parameters can bring models into agreement with SLF obser-287

vations even after enabling heterogeneous nucleation by removing the model limit on cloud288

ice crystal number. The need to understand the relative importance of different ice sources289

(heterogeneous nucleation, sedimentation, detrainment) in low-level mixed-phase clouds,290

as suggested in Fridlind et al. (2007) and Klein et al. (2009), is made more apparent by291

these findings.292

All models produce insufficient cloud fraction in the spring and excess cloud frac-293

tion in the summer. The summer bias dominates the shortwave impact, leading to a net294

negative annual shortwave flux bias. The longwave flux bias is strongly seasonal, with295

a positive summer bias explained by excess summer cloud fraction and a negative win-296

ter bias likely resulting from low-biased cloud emission temperatures. We note that con-297

straining models to the SLF metrics with the model adjustments employed here only cor-298

rects biases at mixed-phase temperatures, leaving biases in low-level liquid clouds and299

high-level ice clouds unchanged. This effect is demonstrated by the high similarity in cloud300
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amount by phase across all models in the summer and early fall when warm liquid clouds301

are common.302

The greatest variation between models occurs in the winter and spring, and cloud303

fraction during these seasons largely determines differences in longwave cloud radiative304

feedback. Models with less initial winter and spring cloud gain more cloud cover when305

surface temperatures are increased, leading to a greater longwave feedback. Regressing306

the longwave feedback against the winter and spring cloud fraction reveals a consistent307

negative correlation. Our ability to draw robust conclusions from this result is limited308

by the small number of simulations, motivating future work across multiple models to309

investigate whether winter and spring cloud amount can be used as an emergent con-310

straint on Arctic cloud feedbacks.311

Using Arctic data from fully-coupled simulations constrained to global SLF obser-312

vations, Tan and Storelvmo (2019) found that Arctic warming was highly sensitive to313

changes in the rate of the WBF process and the concentration of INPs. Our atmosphere-314

only simulations constrained to SLF in the Arctic highlight the importance of how mod-315

els handle INP availability and their ability to capture the observed cloud state. We show316

that the transition to higher cloud cover in the Arctic winter controls longwave cloud317

feedbacks. Future fully-coupled simulations under a realistic forcing scenario should ex-318

plore how quickly this transition takes place and its dependence on model microphys-319

ical parameters.320
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X - 2 SHAW ET AL.: ARCTIC CLOUD PHASE CAM6

Run name
Total Cloud
Bias (%)

Liquid Cloud
Bias (%)

Ice Cloud
Bias (%)

Undefined
Cloud Bias (%)

Shortwave CRE
Bias (W/m2)

Longwave CRE
Bias (W/m2)

CAM6-Oslo -2.0 -0.7 0.7 -1.8 -3.5 -0.1
CAM6 2.1 11.2 -7.9 -0.8 -4.0 -0.8

CAM6-OsloIce -5.8 -8.2 6.1 -3.4 -2.9 0.3
CAM6-Oslo Fit 1 -3.6 -2.2 1.1 -2.2 -3.0 -0.6

CAM6-OsloIce Fit 2 -2.0 -0.9 1.6 -2.4 -3.7 0.4
CAM6-OsloIce Fit 3 -0.3 -1.3 3.6 -2.3 -5.1 1.8

CAM6 Fit 4 -5.1 5.4 -8.1 -2.0 -3.3 -1.9

Table S1. Annual model cloud biases for the region 66◦N-82◦N. Cloud cover biases are

calculated relative to CALIOP GOCCP observations. Surface cloud radiative effect (CRE) biases

are calculated relative to CERES-EBAF observations with a positive downward sign convention.
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SHAW ET AL.: ARCTIC CLOUD PHASE CAM6 X - 3

Figure S1. North Pole maps (60–90◦N) of cloud cover bias by CALIOP phase designation.
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X - 4 SHAW ET AL.: ARCTIC CLOUD PHASE CAM6

Figure S2. Longwave cloud feedback as a function of the average cloud cover by month in the

simulated present-day.
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